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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the systems of complex adpositions in modern Romance languages, and discuss their status and definition. We do so with a corpus-based analysis focusing on three Romance languages, French, Portuguese and Romanian, and show that some features of complex adpositions are common to most if not all varieties, while some seem to be specificities of one or more of these languages. One case in point is the way such constructions can be tested, for instance with possessives – a test which does not seem to affect French and Portuguese (Catalan, etc.) CAs in the same way: the clear contrast found in French between non-lexicalized constructions and CAs on account of their intolerance of the possessive is not to be found in Portuguese. Finally, we formulate a hypothesis as to the development of CAs in various Romance languages, suggesting it may not have been parallel.
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1 **Introduction**

This article aims at describing formal and functional properties of complex adpositions in Romance languages. The paper is organized as follows: we provide an overview of Romance languages (sections 2.1 and 2.2) as well as of the methodology employed in our study (Section 2.3). We propose functional and formal definitions of simple and complex adpositions (Section 3.1); we briefly sketch an overview of complex adpositions in Romance languages (Section 3.2), and describe other possible uses of these constructions (3.3). We go on to describe the various patterns of complex adpositions, focusing first on the main patterns (4.1), then on existing subtypes (4.2), before addressing issues of frequency and productivity (4.3). We then provide a diachronic account of the emergence of complex adpositions in French (5.1-5.3). We go on to examine variation in Romance languages, showing both commonalities (6.1) and divergence (6.2).

2 **Language description**

2.1 **Romance languages – sociolinguistic and geographical features**

Romance languages are a subgroup of the vast family of Indo-European languages. They originate from Latin, but have been for centuries under strong influence from other languages, both Indo-European and non-Indo-European, mainly Germanic, Arabic, Slavic and Celtic. They are mostly spoken in Europe (where all Romance languages are attested), in the Americas (mainly French, Spanish and Portuguese), and in Africa (mainly French and Portuguese), but there are also smaller, isolated communities elsewhere. The total number of mother-tongue speakers is around 700 million, among which around 200 million in Europe (by *Ethnologue*¹ counts, which we compiled). There are also Creoles based on Romance languages, with a total of around 11 million speakers in various parts of the world, from the Caribbean to the Indian Ocean; most speakers use a French-based Creole (around 10 million), followed by Portuguese-based (700,000 speakers) and Spanish-based Creoles (300,000 speakers). However, from a typological point of view, Creoles in general, and even Romance-based ones, are rather homogeneous, and very different from European Romance, and it does not seem justified to address them jointly: we believe Romance-based Creoles deserve a separate, dedicated study. For questions of simplicity, we shall henceforth use the term “Romance” to refer exclusively to European Romance languages, to the exclusion of Romance-based Creoles, and focus on European varieties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Number of speakers in the country of origin:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>all users (<em>L1 only</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>all users (<em>L1 only</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romansch</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occitan</td>
<td>0.5²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ In its web version ([www.ethnologue.com](http://www.ethnologue.com), accessed November 19th, 2018). Note that some numbers seem low; for French, for instance, according to the ‘Organisation internationale de la francophonie’, the actual number of native speakers in the world is 115 million, with 274 million speakers in total (Wolff (ed), 2014). The numbers in Table 1 should therefore be taken with caution; however, they do provide a rough idea of the number of speakers and the relative (numerical) importance of each Romance language.

² According to Sibille (2010), the number of speakers could be estimated at 700,000 based on data gathered in 1999. The actual number of speakers of Occitan is actually very difficult to evaluate, on account of the complex socio-linguistic situation – Occitan is a mosaic of dialects with no or little standard form, spoken mainly in
2.2 Romance languages – major typological characteristics

Romance languages are by and large inflectional as far as verbs are concerned, with a heavy Tense-Aspect-Modality system, but not so much for nouns and adjectives, which display variable gender and number marking and no case marking, with the exception of Romanian. Romance languages generally have preposed definite and indefinite articles. They have a large set of prepositions and conjunctions, which sometimes partly overlap, as in ‘before (prepositional)’ vs ‘before (conjunction)’: French avant de / avant que, Italian prima di / prima che, Portuguese antes de / antes que, etc. (see Section 3.3). French differs from “Central Romance” on a number of points besides word order and pronouns; it displays for instance fully grammaticalized analytic future and past tenses, as well as two distinct paradigms for demonstratives (demonstrative pronouns vs. demonstrative determiners). Romanian, on the other hand, presents a set of distinctive Balkan features. For the nominal sphere, the most notable features are the postposed definite article (e.g. lup.ul ‘wolf.DET.NOM/ACC) and a residual set of nominal case markers with genitive-dative fusion (e.g. lup.ul.e ‘wolf.DET.VOC’, lup.ul.ui ‘wolf.DET.GEN/DAT). This specificity of French on the one hand (see e.g., Koch 2002) and Romanian on the other can also be observed in the case of complementizers: while in ‘Central’ Romance there is a two-way distinction (if vs that complementizers), with a clear opposition between indicative and subjunctive complementation, Romanian is set apart by its three-way distinction and French by the higher degree of grammaticalization of the subjunctive (Fagard et al. 2016).

2.3 Methodology

In the following sections, we investigate formal and functional aspects of Romance complex adpositions. In order to investigate their uses, we combined different methodologies.

In a first phase, we based our hypotheses on the existing literature (for instance Borillo 2000, 2002, Cifuentes Honrubia 2003, Hoffmann 2005, Leeman 2007, Fagard and De Mulder 2007, Kurzon and Adler 2008, Lima 2014, 2019a, 2019b, Stosic to appear), and on traditional philological instruments, i.e. dictionaries and grammars (see the Reference section)\(^3\). In a second phase, we relied on corpora to check the validity of our results. The use of corpora for determining how speakers make use of language is now quite well established, as one can see from the flourishing subfield of corpus-based grammars (e.g., for English: Biber et al. 1999; for French: Abeillé, Godard and Delaveau in press, and in diachrony Marchello-Nizia et al. in prep. etc.). It is based on the idea that linguistic systems are best viewed as language(s) in use, France, Italy and Spain. This estimate goes well beyond Bernissan’s (2012) estimate, which seems very low compared to previous estimates (generally around 2 million speakers, see e.g. the Euromosaic report in 1996).

\(^3\) Grammars do not systematically provide lists of complex adpositions, and even when they do, they are typically quite limited. However, there is a tendency in the last decade for grammars to provide better accounts of Complex Adpositions. For instance, for Portuguese, the grammar of Raposo et al. lists 50 items or so (in a 3-page description, Raposo et al. 2013, 1503-1506); the Nueva gramática de la lengua española (2009) is another good example, with a fair section on complex adpositions (2276-2283).
and that grammar is shaped by frequency effects (see e.g., Bybee and Hopper 2001, Bybee
2010) – in other words, it seems to us that it is more interesting to look at language use and
find out from there what rules the speakers are following than to rely exclusively on
introspection. The corpora we used are the following (links to the corresponding databases are
given in the Reference section):
- French: Valibel, PFC, Clapi, Frantext, frTenTen;
- Italian: Badip, itTenTen;
- Portuguese: Corpus do Português (Davies and Ferreira 2006), ptTenTen11,
  CRPC (Corpus de Referência do Português Contemporâneo), CETEM-Público;
- Romanian: CORV (Dascălu-Jinga 2002), Ruxândoiu, Romanian web corpus;
We believe that these ‘cross-examinations’ guarantee the validity of our results.

3 General description of Romance complex adpositions

3.1 Nominal relation marking and its syntactic realizations in Romance

Before giving an overview of Romance complex adpositions, we briefly describe what we
mean by nominal relation marking. We define it as the situation that arises when a noun
phrase, or another constituent with similar distributional properties, is governed by a higher-
ranking constituent, or by the sentence as a whole.

This situation has different syntactic realizations in Romance languages: case marking (only
in Romanian) (1); simple adposition (2); complex adposition (3-7). Let us examine them in
detail.

1. tatâl Anei (Romanian)
father-DET Ann-GEN
   ‘Ann’s father’

2. Le père d’Anne (French)
   DET.M.SG father of:Ann
   ‘Ann’s father’

3. Il habite près de l’étoile
   he live.PRS.IND.3SG near to DET.F.SG star
   ‘He lives near the “place de l’étoile”’

4. o João sentou-se ao pé da rapariga (Portuguese)
   DET John sit.PST.IND.3SG at.DET.M.SG foot of.DET.F.SG girl
   ‘John sat down by the girl’

5. Il vient au-devant de nous (French)
   he come.PRS.IND.3SG at.DET.M.SG-front to us
   ‘He’s coming toward us’

4 For Italian, see also Piunno and Ganfi (2019).
6. May does not intend to resign despite the results of the conservatives in the elections she summoned.

7. In spite of what the supporters of Grexit believe, monetary devaluation is only an illusion.

In (1), the genitive case marks the relation between the proper noun Ana “Ann” and the NP tatăl “the father”. The same relation is marked in (2) by the simple adposition de “of”, realized as d’. In these two examples, the genitive case and the adposition de can be said to have the same function. The same can be said of English of, German von, with an alternation in both languages between case marking and prepositional marking of the genitive.

Similarly, whereas e.g. Modern French and Portuguese use the preposition de to introduce the complement of various types of complex adpositions (3-5), Romanian may use de but it alternates with case marking and the use of a (6-7). This complex alternation is also found in Old French, with three constructions used to express the genitive: case marking and the adpositions à and de (e.g. la mort le roi ‘the king’s death (lit. the death the king, with an oblique case marking on king)’ vs la mort du/au roi ‘the king’s death (lit. the death of/the/at the king)’).

In (8), there are two distinct adpositions, each marking a different semantic (and syntactic) relation. The adposition de introduces the argument of the verb vient “comes” and marks it as one type of argument, as shown by example (9).

8. Il vient de [chez sa mère] (French)  
   he come.PRS.IND.3SG from at his.F.SG mother  
   ‘He comes from his mother’s place’

9. Il vient à Paris (French)  
   he come.PRS.IND.3SG at Paris  
   ‘He comes to Paris’

In contrast, the adposition chez establishes a type of spatial relation between the general motion event (venir de ‘comes from’) and the following NP sa mère ‘his mother’. The two adpositions are thus independent from each other, and can vary independently, as shown in (10-11).

---


Conversely, Fr. près de, Pt. ao pé de and Fr. au-devant de in examples (4-6) seem to be distributional equivalents of simple adpositions, the main difference being that they are morphologically complex. The fact that there is a functional and more specifically a semantic equivalence between such constructions and simple adpositions has been well documented e.g. for French (Melis 2003: 112-114) and Portuguese (Lima 2014, 2019a, 2019b). However, corpus studies show that this equivalence is not complete; for instance, the polysemy of complex adpositions seems much more limited than that of simple adpositions, and they have few or no purely grammatical uses (Fagard and De Mulder 2007, Fagard 2009, 2012).

Finally, Rom. în pofida (+ genitive marking of the dependent noun) in example (6) shows similar distributional and semantic properties, as is shown by the existence of the variant în pofida a (7) which corresponds more closely to the complex adposition in (6); the difference is the use of case marking (genitive) or adposition (a ‘at’) to establish the relation with the NP.

3.2 Canonical and non-canonical complex adpositions

Following the definition given in the introductory chapter, we define a complex adposition as having the same functions and distributional properties as simple adpositions (a-c), but with different formal characteristics (d-f).

The typical functions of simple adpositions are as follows – they:

a. introduce a constituent
b. establish a relation between this constituent and a higher constituent, or the sentence as a whole
c. contribute to determining the semantic nature of this relationship

Complex adpositions are functionally equivalent to simple ones, i.e. their typical functions also correspond to features (a-c), but, additionally:

d. they are MORPHOLOGICALLY complex

e. canonically, functions (a-c) are performed by different components:
   i. a simple adposition (or case marker) introduces the constituent
   ii. another simple adposition (or case marker) establishes the relation with the higher constituent
   iii. a lexical nucleus determines the semantic nature of the relation

Adpositions fulfill three different functions, and complex adpositions are – by definition! – complex, i.e. made up of different lexemes or morphemes. Therefore, as illustrated in Table 2,
a *canonical* complex adposition would be one in which each one of the three functions of adpositions (a-c) is realized by a different component, while a non-canonical complex adposition would be one in which there is no such one-on-one mapping.

Complex adpositions may thus be non-canonical because there is no specific item dedicated to the introduction of a complement (e.g. Fr. *en ce qui concerne*, *à travers*), or no item establishing the relation to a higher constituent (e.g. Pt. *graças a*, *quanto a*). It can also be on account of the complexity of one of the slots, as in Pt. *no que respeita a*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'canonical'</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>meaning/gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>ao pé de</td>
<td>'next to (lit. at the foot of)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(French)</td>
<td>à côté de</td>
<td>'next to (lit. at side of)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(French)</td>
<td>en dessous de</td>
<td>'beneath (lit. in underneath of)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>por debaixo de</td>
<td>'beneath (lit. by underneath of)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>ao lado de</td>
<td>'next to (lit. at the side of)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>em cima de</td>
<td>'above, on (lit. on top of)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>em vez de</td>
<td>'instead of (lit. in turn of)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>em relação a</td>
<td>'in relation to, concerning (lit. in relation at)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>por meio de</td>
<td>'by means of (lit. through means of)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>por causa de</td>
<td>'because of (lit. through cause of)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'non-canonical'</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>meaning/gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>graças a</td>
<td>'owing to (lit. thanks to)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(French)</td>
<td>grâce à</td>
<td>'owing to (lit. thanks to)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>quanto a</td>
<td>'concerning (lit. how much at)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(French)</td>
<td>quant à</td>
<td>'concerning (lit. how much at)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Portuguese)</td>
<td>no que respeita a</td>
<td>'concerning (lit. in the what concerns at)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(French)</td>
<td>en ce qui concerne</td>
<td>'concerning (lit. in that which concerns)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(French)</td>
<td>à travers</td>
<td>'through (lit. at transverse)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Other uses of complex adpositions

Simple adpositions often have other uses than adpositional ones, for instance subordination (9) (cf. Section 2.2). While this is sometimes taken to be a natural extension of their uses, to the point that Pottier (1962: 195-197) considers that e.g. French avant should be analyzed as one morpheme with different uses, depending on the context: adverb, preposition, conjunction. In (12-14), he would thus not posit the existence of an adposition, a conjunction and an adverb with similar form and meaning (depuis ‘since’), but of only one morpheme depuis with three different uses.

12. il est changé depuis la guerre (Goncourt, Journal, 1896)  
   it be.PRS.IND.3SG change.PST.PTCP since the war  
   ‘it has changed since the war’

13. il est changé depuis que la guerre a commencé  
   it be.PRS.IND.3SG change.PST.PTCP since COMP the war AUX.PRS.IND.3SG start.PST.PTCP  
   ‘it has changed since the war started’

14. il est changé depuis  
   it be.PRS.IND.3SG change.PST.PTCP since  
   ‘it has changed since’

One limitation of this view is that it does not account for the fact that despite the frequent polyfunctionality of such morphemes, be it within a given language or across languages (cf. the other chapters of this volume, which show that uses of adpositions as adverbs or conjunctions are well represented across Europe), it is not universal. Some items have uses as adposition and adverb but not as conjunction, for instance Modern French devant ‘in front of’; others have all three uses but with differences in form, e.g. Italian prima and Portuguese antes ‘before’, which cannot be used as adpositions without a functional di / de ‘of’ (prima / prima che / prima di, antes / antes que / antes de). What is true, however, is that adverbs, conjunctions and adpositions do seem functionally similar. To put it simply, an adposition links a sentence with a noun phrase, a conjunction links a sentence with a subclause, and it could be said that an adverb just anaphorically incorporates the noun phrase: in (11), depuis can stand for ‘since the war’ if it is contextually salient.

Though it is not systematic, there seems to be a similar feature in complex adpositions: there are frequent formal correspondences between complex adpositions and complex conjunctions, for instance au lieu de / au lieu que (‘instead of’ / ‘except that’) in Medieval and Modern (rather non-standard) French (15).

15. au lieu que dans les écoles parisiennes et dans le primaire  
in.the stead that in the.PL school.PL Parisian.PL and in the primary  
et le secondaire c’était le hasard qui faisait les choses  
and the secondary it.be.PST.3SG the chance that do.PST.3SG the thing.PL  
[some people have received this officially...] ‘while in Parisian schools, and in primary and secondary schools, what did that was chance’ (CFPP2000_16-01_MARC-JAKOBSON_H_83_16E)
Beyond these uses, which remain functionally similar, simple adpositions may also grammaticalize further, acquiring a wide range of functions, including uses as determiner (16), complementizer (17-18) (see e.g. English to used as complementizer or infinitive marker, German zu, Dutch te, etc.), differential object marking (19) (DOM, Regional French, 16; see also Romanian pe, Spanish a, Regional Italian a, among other Romance varieties), etc.

16. donne-moi $\textit{de l'}$ eau
   give-me of DET.DEF.F.SG water
   ‘give me (some) water’

17. elle $\textit{m'}$ dit de venir
   she me.ACC AUX.PRS.IND.3SG say.PST.PTCP.M.SG of come.INF
   ‘she told me to come’

18. Il vient pour manger
   he come.PRS.IND.3SG for eat.INF
   ‘he comes to eat’

19. [ils] veulent t’interroger à toi et moi (rires)
   (they) want.PRS.IND.3PL CL.ACC.2SG.question.INF DOM you and me huh (laughs)
   they want to question you and me both (laughs) (PFC, Midi-Pyrénées, Fagard and Mardale 2014)

In such contexts, these morphemes are no longer adpositions. It should be noted that complex adpositions do not seem to display this characteristic of simple adpositions, at least in Romance.

4 Complex adpositions in French
In this section, we describe in detail the system of complex adpositions found in one Romance language, namely French.

4.1 Main schema
In terms of types, the most productive schema of complex adpositions in French is made up of three to four elements, i.e. $\textit{[PREP}_1 \textit{(DET) N PREP}_2]$:

1) preposition$_1$ (typically $\textit{à}$)
2) definite article
3) noun
4) preposition$_2$ (typically $\textit{de}$)

This schema accounts for complex adpositions such as $\textit{au-dessus de}$ ‘above’, $\textit{au lieu de}$ ‘instead of’, $\textit{à l’instar de}$ ‘like’, etc. For each of these four elements, there is a wide range of variation: the first and fourth – adpositions – are most often $\textit{à}$ and $\textit{de}$, but other adpositions can be found in their place, such as $\textit{en}$ ‘in’, $\textit{avec}$ ‘with’, etc., including sometimes in a given construction (e.g. $\textit{en-dessous de}$ vs $\textit{au-dessous de}$ ‘beneath’); they can also be absent. The same applies for the determiner, which is rarely present. Finally, the third element is not necessarily a noun; it can be a verb, an adverb, etc. The next subsection, on subtypes of complex adpositions in French, provides more detail on the extent of this variation.
4.2 Subtypes

The most productive subtypes in Modern French are the main schema, \([\text{PREP}_1 (\text{DET}) N \text{ PREP}_2]\), and variants thereof; there are also, however, a number of marginal subtypes (see Table 3).

Table 3: Typical patterns of CAs in Modern French (adapted from Stosic, to appear, on the basis of grammars, dictionaries and existing literature on CAs; the list cannot be exhaustive, but is representative. Numbers indicate the number of constructions found for each pattern, not their frequency).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Total Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{P}_1 \text{ DET N de})</td>
<td>27 à l’égard de ‘concerning’, à la fin de ‘at the end of’, au bord de ‘at the edge of’, sous l’égide de ‘under the aegis of’, sur les traces de ‘on the steps of’, au-dessous de ‘below’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{P}_1 \text{ N de})</td>
<td>122 à base de ‘with, made from’, en dépit de ‘in spite of’, sous prétexte de ‘under the pretense of’ sur ordre de ‘by order of’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{P}_1 \text{ N P}_2 (\text{P}_2 \neq \text{de}))</td>
<td>20 par comparaison avec ‘in comparison to’, par rapport à ‘in relation to’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{ADV P}_2)</td>
<td>20 auprès de ‘beside’, autour de ‘around’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{P}_1 \text{ ADV P}_2)</td>
<td>16 à moins de ‘unless, short of’, en dehors de ‘outside’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{P}_1 \text{ P}_2)</td>
<td>13 d’après ‘according to, based on’, par-devers ‘on’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{P}_1 \text{ ADV})</td>
<td>11 à même ‘next to, directly on’, par-dessus ‘on top of’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{N P}_2)</td>
<td>11 dos ‘back to’, face à ‘in front of’, grâce à ‘thanks to’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{P}_1 \text{ DET ADV N de})</td>
<td>10 au plus bas de ‘at the lowest of’, pour ce qui regarde ‘concerning’, quant à ‘according to, concerning’, quitte à ‘at the risk of’, proche de ‘close to’, à égale distance de ‘at equal distance from’, pas loin de ‘not far from’, au vu et au su de ‘known to’, en passant par ‘by way of, including’, mis à part ‘excluding’, il y a ‘ago’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other patterns</td>
<td>63 au plus bas de ‘at the lowest of’, pour ce qui regarde ‘concerning’, quant à ‘according to, concerning’, quitte à ‘at the risk of’, proche de ‘close to’, à égale distance de ‘at equal distance from’, pas loin de ‘not far from’, au vu et au su de ‘known to’, en passant par ‘by way of, including’, mis à part ‘excluding’, il y a ‘ago’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial preposition is most typically à, which appears roughly in half of the constructions, less frequently en, sous, par, de, sur and dans, rarely other adpositions (see Table 4a); the final preposition is almost always de (Table 4b).

Tables 4a & 4b: Patterns of CAs in Modern French: (a) initial and (b) final adposition (adapted from Stosic, to appear)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prep</th>
<th>Productivity (number of CAs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>à ‘at’</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en ‘in’</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sous ‘under’</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par ‘by, via’</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de ‘of, from’</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sur ‘on’</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dans ‘in’</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prep</th>
<th>Productivity (number of CAs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>de ‘of, from’</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>à ‘at’</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avec ‘with’</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Number & frequency

The frequency of simple adpositions in Modern French is far from homogeneous. On the one hand, a few adpositions are very frequent: à, de, en are the most typical functional adpositions (maybe not the best term, see Lehmann 2019, Footnote 2), which are highly grammaticalized, and generally considered as a subtype of simple adpositions. Their frequency ranges from 15% (i.e. per thousand words) to 70% in Modern Corpora (Fagard, to appear). On the other hand, some fifty to a hundred other simple adpositions, identified as lexical adpositions, display much lower frequency levels, generally less than 1‰ (i.e. a thousand occurrences per million words), as shown in Table 5. There is also much variation in the frequency levels of complex adpositions; however, it can be shown that their frequency is much lower than that of functional adpositions, and even lower than some lexical adpositions (Table 5).
Table 5: Relative frequency of simple and complex adpositions in Modern French (GGHF corpus, 19th-20th c., roughly 5 million words)\(^7\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency range (%)</th>
<th>Simple adpositions</th>
<th>Complex adpositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>above 5</td>
<td><em>de</em> ‘of, from’, <em>à</em> ‘at’, <em>dans</em> ‘in, into’, <em>en</em> ‘in’, <em>pour</em> ‘for’, <em>par</em> ‘by’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between 1 and 5</td>
<td><em>sur</em> ‘on’, <em>avec</em> ‘with’, <em>sans</em> ‘without’, <em>chez</em> ‘at’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between 0.5 and 1</td>
<td><em>sous</em> ‘underneath’, <em>après</em> ‘after’, <em>entre</em> ‘between’, <em>jusque</em> ‘until’, <em>contre</em> ‘against’, <em>vers</em> ‘toward’, <em>depuis</em> ‘since’, <em>devant</em> ‘in front of’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between 0.1 and 0.5</td>
<td><em>pendant</em> ‘during’, <em>avant</em> ‘before’, <em>dès</em></td>
<td><em>autour de</em> ‘around’, <em>d’après</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between 0.01 and 0.1</td>
<td><em>hors</em> ‘outside’, <em>sauf</em> ‘except’, <em>envers</em> ‘towards’, <em>suivant</em> ‘according to’, <em>durant</em> ‘for, during’, <em>environ</em> ‘about’, <em>excepté</em> ‘except, besides’, <em>moyennant</em> ‘by means of, in exchange for’</td>
<td>*‘according to, based on’, <em>au fond de</em> ‘at the bottom of’, <em>au prè de</em> ‘before, beside’, <em>quant à</em> ‘according to, concerning’, <em>au-dessus de</em> ‘above’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less than 0.01</td>
<td><em>outre</em> ‘beyond, besides’, <em>touchant</em> ‘concerning’, <em>vu</em> ‘seen, given, owing to’, <em>nonobstant</em> ‘despite’, <em>par-delà</em> ‘beyond’, <em>concernant</em> ‘concerning’, <em>hormis</em> ‘save, except’, <em>devers</em> ‘on’, <em>fors</em> ‘except’ (archaic)</td>
<td><em>pas loin de</em> ‘not far from’, <em>quitte à</em> ‘even if it means, at the risk of’, <em>à moins de</em> ‘unless, short of’, <em>au beau milieu de</em> ‘in the middle of’, <em>sur les traces de</em> ‘on the steps of’, <em>mis à part</em> ‘excluding’, <em>à base de</em> ‘with, made from’, <em>au fin fond de</em> ‘in the depths of’, <em>sous l’égide de</em> ‘under the aegis of’, <em>au plus bas de</em> ‘at the lowest of’, <em>au vu et au su de</em> ‘known to’, <em>sur ordre de</em> ‘by order of’, <em>à égale distance de</em> ‘at equal distance from’, <em>par comparaison avec</em> ‘in comparison to’, <em>pour ce qui regarde</em> ‘concerning’, <em>pardevers</em> ‘on’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 A diachronic account: The emergence of Complex Adpositions in French

In this section, we describe the emergence of CAs in the diachrony of French. Their emergence as a category has been very slow in French, from a few constructions with limited frequency in Old French to a very large paradigm including a few quite frequent constructions in Modern French.

\(^7\) For simple adpositions, we included all items with ‘PRP’ tags, i.e. those categorized as ‘prepositions’, but checked manually and excluded some marginal items such as Old French *ès* ‘in’ (lit. in.DET.PL), which appears twice in the corpus but only in quotations of a medieval text. For complex adpositions, we included those listed in Table 3.
5.1 From Latin to Old French

In Classical Latin, there seems to be no paradigm of complex adpositions. Only a few constructions with similar uses – i.e. complex nominal relators – can be found, based on nouns such as *causa* ‘cause, motive’, *gratia* ‘favor, esteem’, *modus* ‘measure, extent’. These nouns, in the Ablative case, can govern another noun in the Genitive (20-21): they then display distributional properties which are quite similar to those of CAs.

20. **exempli causā** (Latin)
   
   example.GEN.SG  motive.ABL.SG
   
   ‘for (the sake of) (the) example’

21. **dei / tui gratiā**
   
   god.GEN.SG  /  your.GEN.SG  favor.ABL.SG
   
   ‘thanks to god/to you’

In Old French (9th-13th centuries), similar constructions can be found, though their (i) frequency, (ii) productivity and, more importantly, (iii) patterns are different. The frequency is hard to compare, in part because the available corpora are not of the same type or size, for historical reasons, in part because the frequency of the Latin constructions listed above is extremely low. The main pattern found in Old French is that typical of CAs (Prep1 Det N Prep2), and is a Romance innovation. In terms of types, the productivity of this pattern (i.e. its type frequency)\(^8\) is also more important in Old French, though it remains limited: we found a total of 52 constructions which seem to be used as CAs in our corpus (Table 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Constructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>à</code> ‘at’ (+ DET) + N + P₂</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>en</code> ‘in’ (+ DET) + N + P₂</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>de</code> ‘of, from’ / <code>par</code> ‘by, via’ / <code>pour</code> ‘for’ (+ DET) + N + P₂</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>52</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This pattern is illustrated in (22) with *por l’amor de* ‘thanks to’ (lit. ‘for the love of’), which also provides evidence of semantic bleaching in CAs. An alternate pattern can be found, much as CA in Modern Romanian: [PREP₁ (DET) N + CASE MARKING], with the object case on the governed noun, illustrated in (23) with *[en som [lo mur]ₜₚ]*, lit. ‘[in/on top [the wall]ₜₚ]’.

22. Tout **por** l’ **amor de** cest afaire li varlés au  
   
   all for the.M.SG  love of this.M.SG  matter the.M.NOM.SG  valet at the.M.SG  
   
   cuer debonaire a fait le poulain jus abatre  
   
   heart good-natured AUX.IND.PRS.3SG  do.PST.PTCP.M.SG  the.M.SG  colt down put.INF  
   
   ‘Because of this matter, the good-hearted valet had the colt put down’ (*Eracle*, 12th c., p. 58, v. 1883)

23. Chascuns qui l’ **corant i vet,**  
   
   each.M.SG.NOM  who.NOM  PRD.SG.ACC  hear.PRS.IND.3SG  run.PRS.PTCP  there go.PRS.IND.3SG,  
   
   d’ **en som lo mur** lo vont veoir  

---

\(^8\) I.e. the number of constructions which are based on the pattern, regardless of their frequency in language use.
‘Anyone who heard him ran up to him, they went to watch him from upon the wall’ (Eneas, 12th c., v. 7340-1)

Given the fact that there are only two cases in Old French (subject case and object case), the distinction between this second type and a true adpositional use ([Prep [NP]PP]p) is not obvious, and seems to rely mainly on the analysis of the central element as retaining nominal features or having undergone reanalysis. Thus, it seems that de lez ‘next to (lit. ‘of side’, ‘from side’, ‘from beside’)’ has undergone full reanalysis and can be considered a ‘simple’ adposition, given the fact that it can be reinforced by a prefix, yielding the surprising form dedelez ‘next to’ (lit. ‘of of beside’ or ‘from from beside’). The productivity of the paradigm of constructions such as en som is hard to evaluate, depending mostly on the analysis retained for individual constructions.

5.2 Middle and Classical French

In Middle and Classical French (roughly from mid 13th c. through 18th c.), the productivity and frequency of the main pattern of CAs steadily increase. The importance of this phenomenon in Middle French is already noted by Shears (1922: 19). There is some renewal: not all constructions which appeared in Old French survive, and many new constructions appear, including for instance au regard de ‘with respect to’ (lit. ‘at the eye gaze of’). However, quite a few remain and gain frequency, for instance au long de ‘along’ (lit. ‘at the length of’) or au-dessus de ‘above’ (lit. ‘at the upper-side of’). As suggested in the chapter on CAs in Germanic languages (Hüning et al., this volume), and in line with construction grammar approaches (Goldberg 1995, Traugott and Trousdale 2013), it may be considered that Complex Adpositions may undergo constructionalization to some extent, losing variability and acquiring internal coherence. For instance, in the GGHF corpus, the sequence au bord de ‘at the edge of’ seems to appear in the 13th century, with a very low relative frequency in Middle and Pre-Classical French (roughly 4 occ. per million words). In Classical (and Modern) French, along with other similar sequences, it becomes much more frequent (37 occ. per million words) and thus reaches a frequency which is akin to that of simple (lexical) prepositions. At that period, for this construction, the proportion of occurrences with modification drops from 14% (2 in 14 occ.) to less than 1% (3 in 355 occ.).

The result is that, by our counts, in Middle French some 20 CAs have a frequency of about or more than 10 occurrences per million words, with more than 60 CAs in total; in Classical French, more than 30 CAs have a frequency above 10 occ. per million, with more than 70 CAs in total. The cumulative (relative) frequency of CAs seems to have reached 200 to 300 occurrences per million (0.2-0.3‰) in Middle French, and more than 600 per million (0.6‰) in Classical French. The rise in frequency continues after that: the cumulative frequency of CAs listed in Table 5 (Section 4.3, Modern French – 19th and 20th centuries) is roughly 1.3‰. This is still much lower than functional or even lexical adpositions during the same period; however, it shows the gradual emergence of the category, from a few infrequent constructions to a productive, consistent and relatively frequent pattern.

---

9 He thus writes that the tendency to substitute prepositional phrases for simple prepositions is one of the most remarkable features of Middle French (“l’un des caractères les plus remarquables du moyen français est la tendance marquée à substituer aux prépositions simples des locutions prépositionnelles”; our translation).
5.3 Modern French

In the later centuries, this pattern becomes much more productive, yielding hundreds of new constructions, some of which not only acquire a high relative frequency, but also tend to become lexicalized; when that happens, they tend to deviate from the typical (and original) pattern.

Table 7: Most productive patterns of CAs in Modern French

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pattern</th>
<th>examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Their relative frequency is much higher than it was in Medieval French. While the most frequent CAs in Medieval French barely reached 20 occ. per million (au lieu de, BFM), they can be at least three times as frequent in Modern French, as illustrated in Table 8.

Table 8: Relative frequency of a few CAs, in Old and Modern French

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>corpus</th>
<th>sequence</th>
<th>relative frequency (occ. per million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BFM (11th-15th c.: 3 million words)</td>
<td>au lieu de ‘instead of’</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frantext (after 1968: 54.2 million words)</td>
<td>au moyen de ‘by means of’</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>au lieu de ‘instead of’</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>à travers ‘through’</td>
<td>133.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>à l’instar de ‘like’</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>faute de ‘for lack of’</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of the older CAs grammaticalize into simple adpositions. In some cases, this simplification is found even in Standard French, and the corresponding constructions have an even higher frequency, as is the case for à travers ‘through’, or par (la) faute de / à faute de > faute de (Table 8). In other cases, this simplification is limited to some contexts, i.e. mainly to informal or regional French, for instance en face de > en face, du côté de > du côté > côté (Fagard 2008), par rapport à > rapport à (24-25).

24. c’est-il vrai, monsieur Joigneau, ce qu’on raconte, rapport à la mère Daigne?
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‘is it true, Mr. Joigneau, what they say ’bout Mother Daigne?’ (Roger Martin du Gard, Vieille France, 1933, p. 1030)

‘I remember perfectly now. My cab almost ran you down, two weeks ago, in front of the Gare du Nord’ (Raymond Queneau, Le Chiendent, 1933, p. 43)

6 Variation in the language family
In this section, we provide an overview of CAs in Romance languages, focusing first on common features (6.1), then on variation (6.2): as we will see, there are both.

6.1 Common features
There seems to be a set of core patterns of CAs which are found in all Romance languages. As illustrated by Table 9, the most wide-spread patterns besides the main pattern ([PREP₁ (DET) N PREP₂]) are [PREP₁ (DET) ADV PREP₂] and [N/ADV PREP₂]. Among these 6 patterns (3*2 possibilities: PREP₁ / zero, DET / zero, N/ADV), it could be argued that the main patterns are actually [PREP₁ N PREP₂], [PREP₁ ADV PREP₂], [ADV PREP₂] and [PREP₁ DET N PREP₂], since the [N PREP₂] pattern is less frequent, generally resulting from the loss of the initial P, while in the [PREP₁ DET ADV PREP₂] pattern the adverb is nominalized, and could or should be analyzed as a noun (the same could be said of all complex adpositions in which the lexical nucleus is not originally – or not considered to be – a noun, but takes the definite article). Finally, there are very few ‘other’ patterns. Note that most of these patterns are already found in Medieval Romance, in all languages for which medieval texts are available (Fagard 2006).

Table 9: Patterns of Complex Adpositions in Romance languages (C: Catalan, I: Italian, O: Occitan, P: Portuguese, R: Romanian, S: Spanish).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[PREP₁ N/ADV PREP₂]</td>
<td>[N/ADV PREP₂]</td>
<td>[PREP₁ DET N/ADV PREP₂]</td>
<td>other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEXICAL NUCLEUS</td>
<td>NOUN</td>
<td>ADVERB</td>
<td>VERB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>all Romance languages</td>
<td>FC170PR</td>
<td>FCOPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FC170PRS</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>FCPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(?FCOR)</td>
<td>FCPS</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The four main patterns, PNP, PAdvP, AdvP and PDetNP, also seem to be the most productive and those which yield the most frequent complex adpositions. There is also a striking lexical homogeneity: for quite a few CAs, patterns are instantiated almost identically across languages. Indeed, in many cases, the very same noun, adverb or verb form is used as nucleus of a CA and follows similar patterns in different Romance languages, as illustrated in Table 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexical Nucleus</th>
<th>Portuguese</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Catalan</th>
<th>Occitan</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Italian</th>
<th>Romanian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘base’</td>
<td>na base de, com base em, à base de</td>
<td>a base de</td>
<td>a base de</td>
<td>a basa de</td>
<td>à base de</td>
<td>a base di, sulla base di</td>
<td>pe baza (+ GEN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘cause’</td>
<td>por causa de</td>
<td>por causa de</td>
<td>a causa de</td>
<td>a causa de</td>
<td>à cause de</td>
<td>per causa di</td>
<td>din causa (+ GEN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘outside’</td>
<td>fora de</td>
<td>fuera de</td>
<td>fora de, en/al de fora de</td>
<td>en/al de fora de</td>
<td>en-dehors de</td>
<td>all’infuori di</td>
<td>în afară de</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These three lexical nuclei illustrate quite well on the one hand the proximity between languages, since the same lexical nucleus appears in all 7, but also the possible variations, for instance the absence or presence of Prep1, with Ibero-Romance standing out, or the use of the genitive instead of Prep2 in Romanian. In the next subsection, we further illustrate these sources of cross-linguistic variation.

6.2 Variation

There is indeed a great deal of variation across Romance languages. Variation can be found in the lexical elements which form the core of CAs, and which vary along with the rest of the lexicon; it is also present in the respective proportions of [PREP1 (DET) N PREP2] and [ADV P] patterns; finally, the degree of grammaticalization of CAs, as measured by the way they react to syntactic tests, seems uneven. We address these three types of variation in sequence.

6.2.1 Lexical variation

Some lexical nuclei are less wide-spread than others, on account of grammaticalizations which took place after the differentiation of Romance. For instance, Late Latin *bassius ‘lower than’ acquired adverbial (and later on prepositional) uses only in parts of Romania, with Portuguese baixo, Spanish bajo, French and Occitan bas ‘low’ > ‘down’ in Ibero-Romance and Gallo-Romance, respectively. The same can be said of the grammaticalization of Latin *monte and *valle, with corresponding adpositions mainly in Gallo-Romance: French en amont de, en aval de, Catalan al damunt de, davall de, Occitan daval de, *en amont de (Portuguese equivalents, a montante de ‘upstream’ and a jusante de ‘downstream’, seem to be a later creation). More locally, individual languages may stand out with the grammaticalization of a new CA, for instance Portuguese à beira de ‘(very) close to, on the verge of’ on the noun beira (probably from ribeira < (Lat) ripariam, on riparius ‘which frequents the banks of
rivers’), or Catalan a la vora de and French à l’orée de with the same meaning, but a different etymology: (Lt) *ora* ‘border, edge’, plural of *os, oris*, n. ‘mouth’.

### 6.2.2 Patterns

The main differences as far as patterns are concerned are (i) the importance of the AdvP pattern in Ibero-Romance, (ii) the dialectal variation in Italo-Romance and the use of *di* for personal pronouns: Italian *senza di me* ‘without (lit. of) me’ / *senza questo* ‘without this’, and finally (iii) the complex system of CAs in Romanian, with an alternation between Prep2 and genitive marking.

The importance of the AdvP pattern in Ibero-Romance is quite obvious (Fagard 2006, 2010); they are described in Spanish and Portuguese as “relational adverbs” (*advérbios relacionais*, Raposo et al. 2013: 1500), on account of their distributional characteristics, i.e. mainly their capacity to appear either alone (in the form [Adv]), or with a complement ([AdvP [SN]]), as in (26-27).

26. o comboio já está perto da estação (Portuguese)  
   DET.M.SG train already be.PRS.IND.SG near of DET.F.SG train.station  
   ‘the train is already near the train station’ (Raposo et al. 2013, ibid.)

27. o comboio já está perto  
   DET.M.SG train already be.PRS.IND.SG near  
   ‘the train is already nearby’

Even if the pattern is found in other languages, there is a much more systematic correspondence between adverbial and adpositional uses in Ibero-Romance than in other Romance languages. Table 11 illustrates the systematicity of the Adv/CA pattern in Portuguese, and the fact that both Italian and French differ in this respect. While there is a perfect systematicity in Portuguese, for these examples at least, it is not the case in French and Italian. Indeed, in most instances there is either no variation (e.g. for ‘after’, in both languages) or various types of alternation between adverbial and prepositional uses (e.g. with an optional Prep2 as in Italian, or a CA construction as in French).

Table 11: Adv and AdvP/CA uses in Portuguese, Italian and French.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Adverbial uses</th>
<th>Adpositional uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adv + de</td>
<td>Adv + di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘above’</td>
<td>acima</td>
<td>sopra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘below’</td>
<td>debaixo</td>
<td>sotto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘far’</td>
<td>longe</td>
<td>lontano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘before’</td>
<td>antes</td>
<td>prima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘near’</td>
<td>perto</td>
<td>vicino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘after’</td>
<td>depois</td>
<td>dopo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 Note that French *près* (de) ‘close (to)’, mainly has uses as a CP. It also has adverbial uses; these are generally found in specific constructions such as *tout près* ‘very close’, *assez près* ‘quite close’, but there are examples of adverbial *près* alone (e.g. *C’est passé près* ‘That was close!’ – lit. *that went close by*, of bullets –, Cavanna, 1979, *Les Russkoffs*, Frantext).
This table also illustrates the variation in Italian, with the same form displaying uses as an adverb or an adposition, but also CA constructions, e.g. *sopra (a/di) + NP*, for which a corpus search (iTenTen and Repubblica, SketchEngine) shows the existence of various possibilities: *sopra di* + pronoun (28), *sopra a* + Adv/NP (29), *al di sopra di* (30), *sopra* + NP (31) (with widely different frequencies: *sopra* is above 20 occurrences per million for prepositional uses only, while all other constructions are well below 5 occurrences per million). This variation is partly constrained by dialectal, sociolinguistic or register-related considerations.11

28. *Sopra di* noi torreggiano i palazzi. (Italian)
   above of us tower.PRS.IND.3PL the.M.PL building.PL
   ‘The skyscrapers loom above us’ (Repubblica corpus, SketchEngine, #26298006)

29. La casa è bassa, un solo piano *sopra* a quello terreno
   the.F.SG house be.PRS.IND.3SG low.F.SG one.M.SG only.M.SG floor above at that.M.SG ground
   ‘The house is low, only one floor above the ground floor’ (Repubblica corpus, SketchEngine, #30558684)

30. Un testimone *al di sopra di* ogni sospetto
    a witness at.the.M.SG of above all.M.SG suspicion
    ‘A witness above suspicion’ (Repubblica corpus, SketchEngine, #873531)

31. *Sopra* la sua voce si sono sentite distinte quelli
    above the.F.SG POSS.F.SG voice REFLE be.PRS.IND.3PL hear.PST.PART.F.PL distinct.F.PL the.PL
    due signore che si raccontavano i fatti loro.
    two lady.PL REL.PRO REFLE tell.PST.IND.3PL the.M.PL fact.PL POSS.PL
    ‘Above his voice one could hear distinctly those of two ladies who were telling each other their own stories’ (Repubblica corpus, SketchEngine, #21425897)

Romanian naturally stands out on account of its case-marking system, which allows for a pattern found in no other Modern Romance language: the [PREP1 N + GEN] pattern, in which the link with the complements is marked not by an adposition, but by case marking (Găitănaru 1999, Petrescu 2005, Vласин 2015). The [PREP1 N PREP2] pattern is also found (Ciobanu 1957, Căpățână 2003), and in some cases both constructions are possible for a given CA. This may entail a difference in meaning, as can be seen in examples (32-35) for *în afară de* ‘outside of, except’ and *în jurul + GEN / în jur de* ‘around’.

32. *înclusiv in afară Unii Europeene* (Romanian)
    even in outside.DET.F.SG Union.GEN European.GEN
    ‘even outside the European Union’ (roTenTen16)

33. *Ce altceva mai sculptatți, în afară de portraitete?*
    what else still sculpt.IND.PRS.2PL in outside of portrait.PL
    ‘what else do you make, besides portraits?’ (roTenTen16)

---
11 This is also true for other Romance languages, of course, with e.g. the alternation between French *dessous la table* and *sous/en-dessous de la table*, or *en face la gare* and *en face de la gare* (the first variant being clearly substandard, in both cases). But it is quite frequent in Italian, possibly for historical reasons, the standard language having emerged only recently in comparison with other (national) Romance languages.
34. Protestul va dura în jur de două ore.

‘the protest will last around two hours’ (roTenTen16)

35. 20 aprilie 2016, în jurul orei 06.00

‘On April 20th, 2016, at around 6 am’ (roTenTen16)

Most frequently, though, CAs follow only one pattern. The \[\text{PREP}_1 \text{ N + GEN}\] construction is clearly the most productive one, with close to a hundred items, for instance \textit{cu excepția} ‘except’, \textit{din cauza} ‘because of’, \textit{în ciuda} ‘despite’. The \[\text{PREP}_1 \text{ N}\text{ PREP}_2\] pattern is less productive, with less than thirty items, among which \textit{în (de)curs de} ‘during’, \textit{în jur de} ‘around’, \textit{în urmă cu} ‘ago’ (Fagard and Mardale 2019).

6.2.3 Degree of grammaticalization

All languages, it seems, evolve in part through grammaticalization processes. These result in a progressive renewal of grammatical systems. Thus, in the evolution from Latin to Modern Romance languages, there has been a steady renewal of grammatical items, including TAM markers, demonstratives, pronouns, and even the emergence of new paradigms of grammatical items, for instance determiners. In this respect, it has been argued that, among Romance languages, French is the furthest along the grammaticalization cline (Lamiroy 1999, De Mulder 2001, Fagard 2010, 2011). It has for instance developed the most extensive paradigm of determiners, including indefinite plural and partitive uses (Carlier 2007). This could also be said of the adpositional system:

French grammaticalized further its renewed stock, creating more simple adpositions than the other languages and more rigid patterns of complex adpositions, followed by Italian, then Spanish, Portuguese and Romanian (Fagard and Mardale 2012: 335)

Of course, the tendency of CAs to grammaticalize and thus form less complex – and eventually simple – adpositions is probably universal, and examples could be found easily in the other Romance languages, e.g. Catalan \textit{a la vora de} > \textit{vora de} > \textit{vora} ‘close to’, Italian \textit{per tramite di} ‘by way of’ > \textit{tramite} ‘through’. However, French CAs, in comparison with other Romance CAs, seem to have both emerged more consistently as a class, and – possibly as a consequence – to have contributed more constructions available to further grammaticalization into simple adpositions. One possible indication, among others (see e.g. Stosic and Fagard 2019, Hüning et al., this volume, Stosic, this volume), of the greater degree of grammaticalization of CAs in French – more specifically of their greater internal coherence (Lehmann 2002) – is the possible alternation with the possessive, which is almost never possible in French once the CA is grammaticalized, but often remains possible in other Romance languages, as illustrated by examples (36-39)\footnote{In general, Romance languages display individual exceptions to this tendency; for instance, in Portuguese, the grammaticalization of \textit{a pesar de} ‘in spite of’ > \textit{apesar de} ‘despite’ led to the loss of the alternate construction with the possessive (initially \textit{a seu pesar} ‘in his spite’) (Lima 2019b).}. As noted in the \textit{Nueva gramática de la lengua española} (2009, I:55), for some scholars, the possibility of using the possessive automatically excludes a sequence from the group of CAs; however, the authors (ibid.) plead for a more flexible approach, considering that these sequences may display
‘semilexicalization’ (*semilexicalización*). The possibility of modifying such sequences may evolve with time: for instance, in Medieval and Classical French, insertion was still possible even with demonstrative determiners, as illustrated in (40) – which would be translated in Modern French by *à cause de cela* ‘because of that’, while # *à cette cause* can no longer alternate with an adpositional use of *à cause de* (*j’ai raté mon examen à cause de la fête* ‘I failed my exam because of the party’ → *à cette cause* ‘for this reason’).

36. (French) en-dessous de lui ‘below him’ → *en son dessous
37. (Portuguese) ao seu lado / ao lado dele ‘next to him’, a teu respeito ‘about you’ / *a respeito de ti, na sua esteira / na esteira dele* ‘in his wake’
38. (Italian) per mia colpa ‘because of me’ / *per colpa di me
39. (Catalan) davall de mi / davall meu ‘beneath me’, davall nostre ‘below us’, sobre meu ‘above me’

40. en quoy ne se peürent accorder et, à ceste cause, parti t très mal content d’ eux de la court leave.PST.IND.3SG very bad.M.SG happy of they.3PL.ACC of the.F.SG court ‘on which question they could not find an agreement, and, for that reason [lit. *at this cause*], he left the court feeling very mad at them’ (Philippe de Commynes, *Mémoires*, 15th c., vol. 7, p.7)

A thorough contrastive study should check whether this is indeed the case, i.e. whether there is a clear contrast between French and other Romance languages.

### 7 Conclusion

Systems of CAs are fairly well-established in Romance languages, with a few productive patterns providing constructions with high frequencies, which sometimes end up grammaticalizing into simple adpositions. There are CAs in all Romance languages, and they appear to be quite homogeneous, with some variation, however, in terms of lexical nuclei and patterns. There seem to be areal tendencies, with a greater importance of the AdvP pattern in Ibero-Romance, of the P(Det)NP patterns in French, of variation in Italian, and the existence of specific patterns in Romanian.

There is evidence of the emergence of CAs as a class between Medieval and Modern Romance. Indeed, the data available for French and other Romance languages point to the existence of individual constructions in Medieval Romance. It is also quite clear than CA patterns were much more limited in number, frequency and systematicity in Medieval Romance than they are now. After that, there has been a steady rise of CAs. This can be documented, for instance, from Old French to Modern French: more constructions appear, gaining in frequency and internal coherence, and progressively yielding systematic patterns which become available for the creation of new CAs (*grammaticalization by analogy*, see Meillet 1912, Hoffmann 2004). It remains to be seen whether there has been, as hypothesized by Van der Horst (2013, cf. Hüning 201413), a global emergence of CAs in the languages of

---

13 Van der Horst actually shows that these strong relations between European languages are only a few centuries old (“Ze zijn er niet altijd geweest, die vaste verbindingen. Duizend jaar geleden, in de periode van het Oudnederlands, waren ze er nog niet of nauwelijks. Het is pas in de laatste paar eeuwen dat ze opduiken en de

---
Europe in the 19th c. – one feature among others indicating a Sapirian drift of central average European, or more exactly western European languages, as a result of a more general cultural drift (ibid.: 182). If it is the case, we should try to understand whether this phenomenon is linked to cultural trends, to language contact, or to typological shifts (from synthetic Latin to analytic Romance).
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